Q4 2015 Known Issues

This document describes the Known Issues eCampus has been able to reproduce and their workarounds where applicable.

NOTE: The Target Release by Blackboard field is the name of the version of Blackboard in which the issue is expected to be resolved, not when the issue is expected to be resolved in WVU eCampus.

1. Scientific Notation not Functioning for Calculated Numeric Question Type if using a Lower Case Letter e

**Description**

**Roles affected:** Instructor, TA, Student

**New feature:** No

**Target Release by Blackboard:** Future Reference

In a calculated numeric questions, where the answer is provided in exponent form, the answer is marked incorrectly if the 'e' is typed in lower case but correct if typed in upper case as 'E'. However, for calculated formula questions, both of these answers would be accepted as correct.

**Workaround**

Advise students to write exponents as 'E' rather than 'e' for calculated numeric questions.
2. Due Dates Added/Edited on Assignments via the Tool do not Display in the To Do Module.

Description
Roles affected: Student

New feature: No

Target Release by Blackboard: Future Reference

When an instructor updates the due date for any graded item, the to-do list module in students’ accounts does not update accordingly, and will not display the new assignment due date in the to-do module.

Workaround
Correct due dates may be displayed in the To Do module if the correct due date is set upon item creation.